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Abstract 

The Environmental Awareness for Sensor and Emitter Employment 
(EASEE) software, developed by the U.S. Army Engineer Research and 
Development Center, has been considerably upgraded to provide advanced 
modeling of radio-frequency transmission and radars from the U.S. Navy 
Electromagnetic Propagation Integrated Resource Environment 
(EMPIRE) computational models. The EASEE software provides non-
expert users realistic predictions of terrain and weather effects on signal 
transmission and sensing. This report discusses the newly developed 
module in EASEE for radio-frequency signal modeling via a software in-
terface with EMPIRE. It begins with background information on EASEE 
and EMPIRE and explains the general structure and functionality of the 
interface. The report explores a variety of technical aspects of the new ra-
dio-frequency module, including signal transmission grids, projection and 
interpolation of computational results, terrain-elevation data grids, and 
calculation of transmitted radio-frequency power. Finally, it provides ex-
ample calculations to illustrate the current version of the new radio-
frequency module and then discusses future improvements. 
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1 Introduction 

Surveillance of adversaries is a key force-protection objective. Among 
teams with limited personnel, there is an increasing dependence on sensor 
technologies to aid in monitoring hostile activities. However, a sensor’s 
ability to detect various targets of interest is limited by an assortment of 
environmental conditions, including topography, ground and soil charac-
teristics, temperature stratification, wind, background noise, and others. 
Furthermore, these environmental aspects have different impacts on the 
detection performance of diverse sensor modalities. 

These environmental effects on signal transmission and detectability are 
complex and difficult to predict by soldiers and other potential users of 
new sensor technologies who do not have specialized training on such is-
sues. To bridge this knowledge gap, computational simulations are helpful 
to simultaneously visualize and analyze sensor performance for a wide 
range of signal modalities. 

1.1 General software for multimodal signal modeling 

For several years, the U. S. Army Engineer Research and Development 
Center (ERDC) has continued to develop Environmental Awareness for 
Sensor and Emitter Employment (EASEE), the general software suite that 
characterizes complex terrain and weather effects on target signatures, 
signal propagation, and sensor systems. This software supports a wide va-
riety of signal modalities, including acoustic, seismic, radio frequency 
(RF), infrared, visible, and chemical and biological, and implements effi-
cient computational models that can run on a standard laptop.  

The EASEE software continues to expand with new signal physics models. 
A key benefit for integrating models within the EASEE platform is that 
they automatically have access to all the features in EASEE. For instance, a 
new propagation model that is integrated within EASEE may seamlessly 
operate with the extensive libraries of target signatures, sensor models, 
environmental models, methods for statistical and uncertainty analysis, 
the optimal sensor placement algorithm, and GUIs that run and display 
results from EASEE. 
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Previous publications detail the flexible, object-oriented software frame-
work of EASEE, including advanced simulation capabilities and various 
graphical user interfaces (Yamamoto et al. 2012). Within this general 
EASEE software framework, our report specifically focuses on new exten-
sions related to modeling RF signals. 

1.2 Expert software for radar and radio-frequency-transmission 
modeling 

The Electromagnetic Propagation Integrated Resource Environment 
(EMPIRE), developed and maintained by Remcom, Inc., is a software plat-
form for a broad suite of models for electromagnetic (EM) propagation for 
frequencies between 100 kHz and 300 GHz in a wide range of environ-
mental conditions. Primary sponsors for EMPIRE are the Naval Intelli-
gence Warfare Activity, the Naval Research Laboratory, and the 453rd 
Electronic Warfare Squadron.  

The purpose of EMPIRE is to provide a single resource for performing EM 
propagation by using a variety of models through a consistent and model-
independent interface. It is not an end-user application as it does not pro-
vide a GUI front end or capabilities for visualizing computational results. 
Rather, it is specifically a plug-in library for other tactical decision aids to 
add EM propagation capability. This report discusses the integration of 
EMPIRE into EASEE. 

EMPIRE includes a wide variety of models that simulate complex terrain 
and atmospheric effects in land, sea, and littoral environments. An inter-
face with EMPIRE enables access to all models; however, two are of par-
ticular interest for high-fidelity modeling of terrain and land cover effects 
for small-scale, ground-based Army applications: (1) the Terrain Integrat-
ed Rough Earth Model (TIREM) and (2) the Variable Terrain Radio Para-
bolic Equation (VTRPE) model. 

TIREM was developed by the Joint Spectrum Center. It is an efficient and 
highly validated model that simulates ground wave, terrain reflection and 
diffraction, and troposcatter in benign atmospheres. Additionally, it is 
possible to include rain and foliage attenuation. The VTRPE model was 
developed by the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center. It is one of the 
most realistic models within EMPIRE that models a variety of terrain and 
atmospheric effects, including terrain reflection and diffraction, ducting, 
the ground wave, and the ionospheric sky wave. More information about 
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the TIREM and VTRPE models are available in Eppink and Kuebler (1994) 
and Ryan (1991), respectively.  
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2 Software Interface Using XML Markup 
File Exchange 

The underlying, object-oriented Java framework of EASEE consists of ab-
stract classes that generalize the signal transmission and sensing process. 
As described in Figure 1, these abstract classes are denoted as information 
flow elements and contain methods that ingest, manipulate, and send data 
from one another. This framework allows efficient integration of new 
models by extending information flow elements with subclass implemen-
tations. In this report, we will focus on the software interface between 
EASEE and EMPIRE that is executed within a new subclass implementa-
tion of the signal-propagator information-flow element. 

Figure 1.  Information flow in the EASEE modeling framework. The various information flow 
elements (generator, propagator, sensor, and processor) represent modules for modeling 
basic stages of signal transmission and sensing process for acoustic, seismic, RF, infrared 

(IR), visible, and chemical and biological signals. SNR = signal-to-noise ratio; UHF = ultra-high 
frequency; VHF = very-high frequency. 

 

To facilitate interfacing, EMPIRE is accessible via a C++ Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API) or an XML (eXtensible Markup Language) pro-
cessor, called eclpsx, that is built upon the C++ API. Programmers may 
choose to use the C++ API directly or exchange XML files with eclpsx. 

Within EMPIRE, the EM propagation models themselves are written in a 
variety of languages (e.g., Fortran77, Fortran90, C, and C++). They all 
have different capabilities with varying input data types and formats. 
However, this complexity is concealed from software developers trying to 
interface with EMPIRE as the C++ API and the XML processor both serve 
as a uniform interface for all the models, regardless of their languages and 
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input requirements. Figure 2 shows a high-level diagram of the EMPIRE 
architecture. 

Figure 2.  High-level diagram of EMPIRE software architecture (Remcom, Inc. 2010). 

 

The integration of EMPIRE into EASEE uses the XML processor. The 
greatest advantage of using the XML processor is that a client application 
(e.g., EASEE) needs to write only simple XML text to perform complex EM 
propagation calculations instead of needing a complete C++ program. 

Calculation inputs to EMPIRE and EM transmission loss results from 
EMPIRE are contained in XML files whose data structure and content is 
defined by a detailed XML schema included with the EMPIRE software 
distribution. An EMPIRE calculation within EASEE executes the following 
sequence of XML data exchanges: 

1. EASEE requests an EMPIRE calculation by executing the eclpsx XML pro-
cessor and sending an XML file with input parameters. 

2. The eclpsx processor parses an input XML file from EASEE and runs the 
specified EMPIRE calculation. 

3. The eclpsx processor saves at a specified file location an output XML file 
with EMPIRE calculation results. 

4. EASEE parses the output XML. 

Figure 3 illustrates the XML data exchange between EASEE and EMPIRE. 
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Figure 3.  EASEE–EMPIRE XML interface data flow using Java Architecture for XML 
Binding. 

 

EASEE uses the Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) tool to import 
the XML schema for EMPIRE and to conveniently invoke auto-generated 
methods for transforming between Java objects and XML. Yamamoto et 
al. (2015) and Yamamoto et al. (2013), respectively, provide more details 
on the use of JAXB in XML interfacing within EASEE in general and with 
EMPIRE specifically. 

2.1 Calculations supported by the current interface 

At present, the EASEE interface can access a subset of the capabilities of 
EMPIRE. Future improvements to the interface may allow access to other, 
more advanced capabilities of EMPIRE. See Section 8 for discussions on 
potential future improvements. 

The current interface allows specification of all of the basic requirements, 
including the following, for a viable EM propagation calculation in 
EMPIRE with topographic effects: 

1. Choice of a computation for one-way transmissions or two-way monostatic 
radar (see Subsection 2.1.1 for details) 

2. Transmitter or radar position and frequency 
3. Uniform geographic cylindrical sector of RF receiver or radar target posi-

tions 
4. Choice of specific EM propagation submodels within EMPIRE (e.g., 

TIREM, VTRPE, etc.) 
5. Terrain elevation data 
6. Transmitting and receiving antenna types 
7. Target radar cross section (RCS) for computations of two-way monostatic 

radar (Only a single-valued RCS [dB referenced to 1 m2] is supported, in-
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dependent of incident and scattered angles and the field component [i.e., 
polarization].) 

Figure 4 shows an example XML generated by EASEE with the above in-
put parameters for an EMPIRE calculation. 

Figure 4.  Example XML input to EMPIRE for monostatic radar calculation. For 
illustrative purposes, a large series of space-delimited values for terrain 

elevation is substituted by “…” within the ElevationData element. 

2.1.1 Computations for one-way transmission and two-way monostatic 
radar 

The interface with EMPIRE allows EASEE to run calculations for both 
one-way transmission and two-way monostatic radar by EMPIRE. 
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A one-way-transmission calculation simulates signal emission and recep-
tion between distinct transmitting and receiving antennas. In the one-way 
case, either the transmitter or the receiver is at a fixed location while the 
other’s position is varied across the specified calculation domain. 

A calculation for two-way monostatic radar simulates radar scenarios 
where the transmitting and receiving antennas are co-located on a single 
radar. The signals are transmitted by the radar, reflected off a target, and 
received by the same radar. Transmission loss over the entire radar path is 
predicted by combining transmission loss from both the forward (from ra-
dar to target) and backward (from target to radar) directions and applying 
the target RCS. In the two-way case, either the radar or the target is at a 
fixed location while the other’s position is varied across the specified cal-
culation domain. 

2.1.2 Law of reciprocity 

In EMPIRE, the specified uniform geographic cylindrical sector always 
represents (1) varying positions of the receiving antenna in a one-way-
transmission calculation, where the position of the transmitting antenna is 
fixed, and (2) varying positions of the target in a two-way monostatic-
radar calculation, where the position of the radar is fixed. These calcula-
tions depict a transmitter footprint and radar footprint, respectively. 

The reciprocal scenario may, however, also be of interest. Namely, (1) the 
position of the transmitting antenna is varied across the domain while the 
receiving antenna is fixed in a one-way-transmission calculation, and (2) 
the radar position is varied across the domain while the target position is 
fixed in a two-way monostatic-radar calculation. These calculations would 
depict a receiver footprint and target footprint, respectively. 

By the law of reciprocity, where transmission loss computed along a given 
path does not depend on direction along the path, we find that  

1. the transmitter footprint and receiver footprint are equivalent and 
2. the radar footprint and target footprint are equivalent. 

Essentially, the law of reciprocity states that transmission loss between a 
transmitter and receiver or between a radar and target remains the same 
along the same path even if the platforms at either end of the path are 
switched. The property does not apply in all cases (e.g., acoustic propaga-
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tion in the presence of wind); however, it does hold for EM propagation 
calculations. 

In both one-way and two-way calculations, EASEE allows multiple fixed 
platforms to be emplaced, each of which requires a distinct EMPIRE run; 
however, only a single platform with varying position may be specified at a 
time. 
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3 Signal Transmission Grids in the Radio-
Frequency Software Module 

3.1 Background 

Signal-propagation calculations are generally performed over a gridded 
domain where the position of either the source or receiver is fixed and the 
position of the other is varied over points on the gridded domain. This al-
lows calculation of where a fixed source may be detected by a receiver over 
the domain (i.e., a transmitter footprint). Or, reciprocally, it would be pos-
sible to compute where a source may be detected by a fixed receiver over 
the domain (i.e., a receiver footprint). 

In two-way monostatic-radar calculations, the gridded domain describes 
points over which the position of the radar or target is varied while the po-
sition of the other is fixed. This allows calculation of where a target could 
be detected by a fixed radar over the domain (i.e., a radar footprint). Or, 
reciprocally, it would be possible to compute where a fixed target may be 
detected by a radar over the domain (i.e., a target footprint). 

For more information about signal transmission grids and how they are 
used within EASEE in particular, refer to Wilson et al. (2009). 

While both EASEE and EMPIRE perform signal transmission computa-
tions over gridded domains, the grid formats are not the same. Although 
EASEE supports a variety of structured and unstructured grids, there is no 
representation of a geographic cylindrical grid, which is used by EMPIRE. 
Consequently, two important considerations must be addressed when in-
tegrating EMPIRE calculations within EASEE: 

1. For a given grid in EASEE over which an RF propagation calculation is de-
sired, it is necessary to define the grid in EMPIRE that appropriately rep-
resents the points of the grid in EASEE. 

2. Computed results on the grid in EMPIRE must be correctly projected and 
interpolated onto the grid in EASEE. 
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This section discusses aspects of the integration of EMPIRE into EASEE 
that pertain to these considerations regarding signal transmission grids in 
EASEE and EMPIRE. 

3.2 Representation of geographic calculation domain in EASEE 

A geographic calculation domain in EASEE is represented as a regular* lat-
itude and longitude grid, given user-specified southwest and northeast co-
ordinates and an integer sampling rate along the longer axis of the do-
main. 

More precisely, an integer sampling rate, 𝑁𝐿, is used to uniformly divide 
the edge of the geographic domain spanning the longer distance, 𝐿, into 
equal geographic degree increments. Subsequently, the edge of the domain 
spanning the shorter distance, 𝑆, is uniformly divided into equal geograph-
ic degree increments by a sampling rate, 𝑁𝑆, that equals the smallest inte-
ger greater than or equal to the multiplication of the sampling rate, 𝑁𝐿, 
along the longer edge with the ratio of distance along the shorter, 𝑆, and 
longer, 𝐿, edges: 

𝑁𝑠 = 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 �𝑁𝐿 �
𝑆
𝐿
�� 

The distances along the shorter, 𝑆, and longer, 𝐿, edges are computed by 
transforming the southeast and northwest corners of the calculation do-
main from geographic to UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordi-
nates and then calculating the UTM northing and easting between these 
points. 

The Cartesian product of the sampled latitudes and longitudes along the 
edges represents the full set of geographic coordinates for the calculation 
domain. All probability-of-detection results are eventually mapped and 
displayed on this latitude and longitude grid (e.g., in a map overlay). 

By this process, a geographic domain is defined with latitudinal and longi-
tudinal increments that are constant (although not necessarily equal to 

                                                                 
* In two dimensions, a regular grid is a type of structured grid that is a tessellation by congruent rectan-

gles. A Cartesian grid is a special case of a regular grid where the rectangles are squares. 
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each other) to represent a grid that is approximately uniform in distance 
for relatively small rectangular areas that are typical in Army scenarios 
(i.e., on the order of tens of kilometers). 

Note that, if the latitudinal and longitudinal increments were equal to each 
other, the grid may deviate from being uniform in physical distance at dif-
ferent locations on the globe. For example, it is possible to readily notice 
that uniform 0.01° latitude and longitude increments do not correspond to 
uniform physical distances on the globe at the top of Figure 5, where the 
same degree increment between the latitudes span a larger distance than 
between the longitudes. This is readily apparent even in the relatively low-
latitude region shown, where the described effect would be less pro-
nounced than at higher latitudes. 

Figure 5.  Geographic coordinate transformations of a 
calculation domain in EASEE. A regular geographic 

calculation domain, defined on a uniform latitude and 
longitude grid (top with orange lines), is converted into a 

UTM coordinate system for signal propagation calculations 
(bottom with cyan lines). Once calculations are completed, 
probability-of-detection results are mapped back onto the 

original latitude and longitude grid system. The shown 
latitude and longitude and UTM grids have uniform 0.01° 

and 1 km spacing, respectively. 
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3.3 Conversion to Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates 

Because calculations involving curvilinear geographic (latitude and longi-
tude) coordinates become considerably more complicated, signal propaga-
tion models typically use calculation domains that are described by a plane 
grid system based on physical distances. Therefore, the regular latitude 
and longitude geographic calculation domain is represented by the corre-
sponding UTM coordinate grid during signal propagation in EASEE (bot-
tom in Figure 5). Namely, corresponding UTM coordinates are determined 
for all regular latitude and longitude coordinates of the original geographic 
calculation domain. 

Although the constant latitude and longitude degree increments in the 
regular geographic domain in EASEE are chosen so that the spacing of 
gridded points is approximately uniform in physical distance, the corre-
sponding UTM grid is still slightly non-uniform. This is because constant 
latitude and longitude degree angles do not map exactly to fixed physical 
distances on the Earth’s surface, and UTM northing and easting axes may 
be slightly rotated from the latitude and longitude axes (Figure 6). Thus, 
EASEE represents the UTM coordinate domain as a fully unstructured 
grid that explicitly lists each pair of source and receiver positions for which 
signal transmission is to be computed. 

Figure 6.  Latitude and longitude (orange grid lines) and 
UTM (cyan grid lines) coordinate systems superimposed 
over calculation output from EASEE. Note that uniform 

latitude and longitude coordinates do not align onto 
uniform UTM coordinates. The shown latitude and longitude 

and UTM grids have uniform 0.01° and 1 km spacing, 
respectively. 
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All steps of the signal transmission and sensing process (i.e., radiation di-
rectivity patterns, propagation, and sensor directional gains) are per-
formed on an unstructured UTM grid. Accordingly, computed probabili-
ties of signal detection are mapped onto this unstructured grid for 
subsequent display onto the corresponding, user-specified, geographic-
calculation domain in regular latitude and longitude coordinates. 

The default geographic reference datum for the Earth in EASEE is the 
WGS84 standard (World Geographic System). This reference ellipsoid is 
used for the latitude and longitude projection of the calculation domain 
and locations of fixed-coordinate platforms. It is also possible to use an 
alternative datum supported by the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library 
(GDAL), including NAD27, NAD83, WGS72, EPSG, etc., which is used for 
coordinate transformations in EASEE. 

The UTM coordinate system is projected on flat rectangular planes. Thus, 
an advantage of using UTM grid coordinates is that bearing and distance 
calculations may be done easily with plane trigonometry over relatively 
small distances where the UTM system is defined. This property greatly 
simplifies the computation of various steps in the signal transmission and 
sensing process. For instance, it becomes much easier to compute trans-
mission loss as a function of distance, as well as directional source radia-
tion and sensor gain patterns as a function of bearing. 

However, the Earth is assumed to be flat over the calculation domain when 
using simple, plane trigonometry on the UTM grid. Realistically, the Earth 
should be represented as an oblate ellipsoid. Thus, it is best when calcula-
tion areas for EASEE are small enough for the flat-Earth assumption to be 
realistic (i.e., on the order of tens of kilometers). 

If a signal propagation algorithm is designed to compute on a structured 
grid (e.g., radial, Cartesian, cylindrical, etc.), then transmission loss on the 
structured grid is interpolated onto the unstructured UTM grid. Most 
propagation models in EASEE compute over structured grids, thereby re-
quiring this subsequent interpolation step. The interpolation is performed 
by linear interpolations using basis splines. For accuracy, it is important 
that calculation points on the structured grid be appropriately sampled to 
match those on the unstructured grid as much as possible. Currently, only 
the line-of-sight and acoustic wedge-diffraction models in EASEE may 
compute directly on the unstructured grid. 
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3.4 Geographic cylindrical grids for signal transmission in EMPIRE 

EMPIRE performs EM calculations on a uniform geographic cylindrical 
grid. This grid is a collection of geodesic radials that is uniformly spaced 
by a constant azimuthal angle around a common origin. Specifically, the 
uniform geographic cylindrical grid is defined by 

1. a minimum and maximum range for all the radials; 
2. a minimum and maximum height above ground or mean sea level for all 

radials; 
3. start and end bearing angles for the set of radials; and 
4. a number of uniformly spaced samples over the defined domains in each 

dimension (i.e., range, height, and bearing).  

Range geodesics in EMPIRE are mapped to the curvature of an ellipsoidal 
Earth, which is based on the WGS84 standard, along mean sea level 
(Figure 7). 

Figure 7.  Measurement of range in EMPIRE over 
an ellipsoidal Earth, which is based on the WGS84 

standard (Remcom, Inc. 2010). EMPIRE always 
measures along mean sea level (MSL) the range 

between locations on or above the Earth. 
Propagation models in EMPIRE compensate for 
actual start and end points that are higher than 

MSL. 

 

As mentioned in Section 3.3, it is possible to specify in EASEE an alterna-
tive datum supported by GDAL. However, the datum in EASEE and 
EMPIRE must be consistent for accurately defining, projecting between, 
and interpolating on transmission grids between EASEE and EMPIRE in 
the interface for the RF module. Because EMPIRE does not allow for 
specifying a different reference ellipsoid other than WGS84, EASEE 
should be configured to use the same WGS84 reference ellipsoid when 
performing RF calculations by the interface with EMPIRE. 
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The EMPIRE software suite uses the modified Rainsford method 
(Rainsford 1955), an iterative approximation algorithm, for performing 
two geodetic functions: 

1. Forward geodetic solution—Calculates the latitude and longitude of a ter-
minal point given the starting point’s latitude and longitude, a range, and a 
bearing. 

2. Inverse geodetic solution—Given a starting and terminal point, calculates 
the range and bearing to the terminal point from the starting point. 

EMPIRE uses these geodetic functions when linearly interpolating terrain 
elevation defined on a regular geographic grid onto points along a geodesic 
radial that extends along a particular azimuthal direction from a given lati-
tude and longitude coordinate. 

3.5 Construction of a uniform geographic cylindrical grid that 
approximately resolves all points in an unstructured UTM grid 

In particular, EMPIRE performs RF transmission and monostatic radar 
calculations on a uniform geographic cylindrical grid that must be defined 
appropriately for a given unstructured UTM grid, onto which transmis-
sion-loss data points are subsequently interpolated. Specifically, the reso-
lution and span of the uniform geographic cylindrical grid for EMPIRE 
and the non-uniform UTM calculation grid in EASEE must match ade-
quately over both of their entire domains to ensure accurate interpolated 
results. 

3.5.1 A regular grid approximation to an unstructured UTM grid 

Given that the unstructured UTM grid in EASEE (obtained by the process 
described above in Sections 3.2 and 3.3) is only slightly non-uniform, it is 
useful to approximate it with a regular UTM grid to simplify the construc-
tion of a matching uniform geographic cylindrical grid. More precisely, the 
unstructured UTM grid may be closely approximated by a regular UTM 
grid where 

1. the regular UTM grid is defined over the smallest bounding rectangular 
area containing all points of the unstructured UTM grid and 

2. the northing and easting axes are uniformly sampled by the same number 
of points as the latitude and longitude axes, respectively, of the original ge-
ographic domain for the unstructured UTM grid. 
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On the resulting UTM grid, the spacing of sampled points is constant 
along each of the northing and easting directions. However, the constant 
spacing along the two directions may not be exactly equal to each other, 
depending on the ratio of the distance along the longer and shorter edges 
and the specified integer sampling for calculation points in the calculation 
domain. 

Namely, the constant spacing along the northing and easting directions are 
exactly equal only when the argument for the ceiling function, 𝑁𝐿(𝑆 𝐿⁄ ), in 
the equation for the sampling rate, 𝑁𝑆, along the shorter edge of the do-
main is already an integer (see Section 3.2). Otherwise, the constant spac-
ing along both UTM axes would still be approximately equal as the uni-
form sampling rates along each of the latitude and longitude axes of the 
original geographic domain were computed to divide them in approxi-
mately equal distance increments, as described in Section 3.2. For virtually 
any type of calculation domain specified, the difference between the con-
stant spacing along both UTM axes would be negligible (i.e., where the 
domain is not a very oblong rectangle or the calculation resolution is not 
extremely low). 

The uniform geographic cylindrical grid in EMPIRE is specifically con-
structed based on this regular UTM grid that approximates by the follow-
ing two-step process the original unstructured UTM grid. 

3.5.2 Step 1: Defining a uniform UTM cylindrical grid* that resolves all 
points in a regular UTM grid 

The regular UTM grid, which approximates the unstructured UTM grid as 
described above, may be depicted as shown in Figure 8,  

where 

 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 = minimum x-coordinate of the regular grid, 
 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 = maximum x-coordinate of the regular grid, 
 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛 = minimum y-coordinate of the regular grid, 

                                                                 
* The “cylindrical” qualifier describes the geometry of the calculation points defined by UTM coordinates 

where each calculation point is defined by a distance from a fixed point and an angle from a fixed di-
rection. It does not redundantly refer to the fact that the UTM coordinate system is based on cylindrical 
(transverse Mercator) projections.  
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 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 = maximum y-coordinate of the regular grid, 
 (𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡,𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡) = coordinate of the fixed source/receiver, 
 (𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑,𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑) = coordinate of the farthest point from the fixed 

source/receiver in regular grid. 

Figure 8.  Regular UTM grid approximation of a calculation domain 
in EASEE. The coordinate, (xstart,ystart), of the fixed source/receiver is 

indicated by the red point. The coordinate of the farthest point, 
(xstart,ystart), from the fixed source/receiver in a calculation domain is 

indicated by the green point. 

 

3.5.2.1 Maximum range, r 

Given this regular grid, the maximum range, 𝑟, of the uniform cylindrical 
grid is computed as 

 𝑟 = �(𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡)2 + (𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡)2, 

where 

𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 = � 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛, |𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥| < |𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛|
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

�, 

𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 = �𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛, |𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥| < |𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛|
𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

�. 

3.5.2.2 Number of uniform range samples, Nr 

The number of uniform range samples, 𝑁𝑟, of the cylindrical grid for 
EMPIRE is computed as 

 𝑁𝑟 = 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑟𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥), 
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where 

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max �
𝑁𝑥

𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
,

𝑁𝑦
𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

� 

and 𝑁𝑥 and 𝑁𝑦 are the number of coordinates along x- and y-axes, respec-
tively, in the regular grid. 

3.5.2.3 Uniform azimuthal angle increment, Δθ 

The uniform azimuthal angle increment, ∆𝜃, of the cylindrical grid for 
EMPIRE is set so that all points are resolved in the regular grid, particu-
larly along the edges. This is accomplished by finding the two points along 
the edges of the regular grid that are separated by the smallest azimuthal 
angle from the Cartesian point of the fixed source/receiver, (𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ,𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡), 
and setting ∆𝜃 to this smallest azimuthal angle by using the law of cosines 
(Figure 9): 

 ∆𝜃 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛�𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏𝑥, 𝑐𝑥),𝑓�𝑎, 𝑏𝑦, 𝑐𝑦��, 

where 

𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 �
𝑎2 + 𝑏2 − 𝑐2

2𝑎𝑏
� 

𝑎 = 𝑟 

𝑏𝑥 = �(|𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡| − 𝑐𝑥)2 + (𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡)2 

𝑏𝑦 = �(𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡)2 + �|𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡| − 𝑐𝑦�
2
 

𝑐𝑥 =
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑁𝑥
 

𝑐𝑦 =
𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑁𝑦
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Figure 9.  Diagram illustrating the computation of uniform azimuthal 
angle increment, Δθ, of the cylindrical grid for EMPIRE. The lengths 
of the edges of the shown triangle are indicated as a, b, and c, as 
shown. The uniform azimuthal angle increment, Δθ, is the angle of 

the triangle vertex at (xstart,ystart). 

 

For a grid that is Cartesian (i.e., 𝑐 = 𝑐𝑥 = 𝑐𝑦), it can be shown that the val-
ue for 𝑏 such that ∆𝜃 = 𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) is minimized is 

𝑏 = �
�(𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡)2 + (|𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡| − 𝑐)2, |𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑| < |𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 − 𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑|
�(|𝑥𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡| − 𝑐)2 + (𝑦𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡)2,                                                  otherwise

� 

However, this follows from a stronger assumption (i.e., that the grid is 
Cartesian rather than only regular) where constant spacing in the x- and y-
directions may not necessarily be equal to each other. When assuming a 
Cartesian grid, there is only one value for 𝑐 because the spacing in x- and 
y-directions is equal. Then, the value of 𝑏 that minimizes the azimuthal 
angle increment, ∆𝜃, may be immediately identified by comparing the 
lengths of the x- and y-axes of the grid, as shown in the formula above. 

When the grid can only be assumed to be regular, then a generalization of 
the formula is necessary to ensure that ∆𝜃 is minimized. Namely, there can 
now be two values for 𝑐 because the spacing in the x- and y-directions is 
not equal. Then, there is a different value for 𝑏 corresponding to each of 
the two possible values for 𝑐. Consequently, it is necessary to identify the 
combination of values for 𝑏 and 𝑐 that minimizes ∆𝜃. 

3.5.2.4 Number of uniform azimuthal samples, Nθ 

The number of uniform azimuthal samples, 𝑁𝜃, of the cylindrical grid for 
EMPIRE, defined over a complete circle of 2𝜋 rad, is computed as 
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𝑁𝜃 = 𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 �
2𝜋
∆𝜃
�. 

Although a uniform azimuthal sampling, 𝑁𝜃, of the cylindrical grid for 
EMPIRE is computed over a complete circle, it is also necessary to define 
the direction for the first and, in turn, all other sampled azimuths. While it 
may be desirable to define directions for the bearings so that they intersect 
all edge points of the regular grid, it is important to notice that it is not 
possible to do so with a cylindrical grid that is uniform, as required, but 
only with one that is non-uniform. It is, however, reasonable to assume 
that any arbitrary rotational orientation of the uniformly spaced azimuths 
may be used and interpolated from to obtain accurate values for transmis-
sion loss at each point on the regular grid. Hence, uniformly spaced azi-
muths are simply defined such that one azimuth is always sampled in the 
true north direction. 

3.5.2.5 Height of fixed source/receiver and calculation points across the 
cylindrical grid 

The fixed source/receiver and calculation points across the cylindrical grid 
each have a single, user-specified value for height referenced either above 
mean sea level or above ground level. 

3.5.3 Step 2: Defining a uniform geographic cylindrical grid that 
approximates the uniform UTM cylindrical grid 

Over relatively small areas, points within a uniform cylindrical grid in 
UTM and geographic coordinates closely align. This is true due to proper-
ties of the transverse Mercator projection, which is used to map longitudi-
nal zones within the UTM coordinate system. In particular, the transverse 
Mercator projection locally preserves range and angle (Gauss 1827; 
Krüger 1912). The ellipsoidal form of the transverse Mercator projection is 
also called the Gauss Conformal or Gauss-Krüger projection. 

Given this local property, the uniform geographic cylindrical grid for 
EMPIRE is defined with 

1. the same dimensions as the uniform UTM cylindrical grid (i.e., maximum 
range, 𝑟; number of uniform range samples, 𝑁𝑟; number of uniform azi-
muthal samples, 𝑁𝜃, over a complete circle; and height of fixed 
source/receiver and calculation points), 
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2. uniformly spaced azimuths such that there is an azimuthal radial in the 
true north direction, and 

3. the origin of the UTM cylindrical grid transformed from UTM to its corre-
sponding geographic coordinates. 

In EMPIRE, azimuthal angles are measured in degrees increasing clock-
wise from true north, where it is zero degrees. Thus, the starting azimuth 
is selected as the azimuth oriented in the true north direction (i.e., 
𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 = 0°) and the ending azimuth is set as 

𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 360° −
360°
𝑁𝜃

. 

Given the computed number of uniform azimuthal samples, 𝑁𝜃, between 
and including the selected starting and ending azimuths, 𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and 𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑑, a 
uniform cylindrical grid is defined over a complete circle. 

Figure 10 shows the elements in the XML for EMPIRE that define the uni-
form geographic cylindrical grid. 

Figure 10.  Example XML elements for defining the cylindrical sector for the EMPIRE 
calculation. The specified cylindrical grid has azimuthal bounds spanning an entire circle (i.e., 

0° to 360°) with 15288 uniformly spaced azimuths. 

 

3.6 Dependence on the location of the fixed source/receiver 

By the scheme described above, construction of the uniform geographic 
cylindrical grid for EMPIRE is a function of not only the resolution of the 
unstructured UTM grid from EASEE but also the location of the fixed 
source/receiver within the calculation domain. 

By the process outlined in Section 3.5.2, the uniform UTM cylindrical grid 
that resolves all points of a given regular UTM calculation grid would have 
larger maximum ranges, 𝑟, as the distance of the fixed source/receiver 
from the center of the calculation grid increases. The cylindrical grid 
would also have smaller uniform azimuthal angle increments, ∆𝜃, and, 
hence, larger numbers of uniform azimuthal samples, 𝑁𝜃. 
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Consequently, if the fixed source/receiver is placed further from the center 
of a given calculation domain, more calculation points are added in the 
uniform UTM cylindrical grid. In turn, the uniform geographic cylindrical 
grid for EMPIRE that approximates this UTM cylindrical grid, as de-
scribed in Section 3.5.3, would also contain a larger number of calculation 
points, resulting in longer computational times. In effect, the computa-
tional time for RF calculations by the interface increases with the distance 
of fixed source/receiver from the center of the calculation domain and 
with greater calculation resolution. 

With increases in the distance of the fixed source/receiver from the center 
of the calculation domain, a greater number of calculation points within 
the uniform geographic cylindrical grid would lie outside the rectangular 
UTM grid for the calculation (Figure 11). Although computational re-
sources and time are spent computing transmission loss at these points in 
EMPIRE, EASEE ultimately discards them during the process of project-
ing and interpolating data onto the rectangular UTM grid. 

Figure 11.  Comparison of cylindrical grids defined for 
EMPIRE as location of the fixed source/receiver changes 

within the same regular calculation grid. The location of the 
fixed source/receiver is at the apex of the circular sector at 
the center of the red circle. The circle depicts the maximum 

range, 𝒓, of the cylindrical grid defined for EMPIRE. The 
central angle of the minor circular sector is the uniform 

azimuthal angle increment, Δθ, of the cylindrical grid 
defined for EMPIRE. 

 

As a consequence of how the uniform azimuthal sampling, 𝑁𝜃, is computed 
by the procedure outlined in Section 3.5.2, the resolution of the uniform 
cylindrical grid defined for EMPIRE would be greater than necessary near 
the fixed source/receiver. This occurs because bearings are sampled to ad-
equately resolve all points along the edges of the regular UTM grid. The 
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oversampling of bearings is more pronounced when the fixed 
source/receiver is placed further from the center of the calculation do-
main. It is possible to compare the size of the azimuthal angle increment, 
∆𝜃, as a function of the distance of the source/receiver from the center of 
the domain in Figure 11. 
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4 Projection and Interpolation of Radio-
Frequency Simulation Results 

In Section 3, the sequence of operations was described for appropriately 
mapping the calculation domain in EASEE into EMPIRE. The operations 
described in this section pertain to the reverse direction of mapping com-
puted results on the calculation domain in EMPIRE back to EASEE.  

Because the process described in this section follows from that outlined in 
Section 3, it would be helpful to recapitulate the steps performed thus far 
in the forward direction of mapping the calculation domain in EASEE into 
EMPIRE: 

1. A regular geographic (latitude and longitude) grid is defined that is ap-
proximately uniform in distance (see Section 3.2). 

2. Coordinates of the regular geographic grid are transformed into UTM co-
ordinates, resulting in an unstructured UTM grid (see Section 3.3). Alt-
hough described in UTM coordinates, the points of the grid are still physi-
cally in the same location as the regular geographic grid in step 1 and, thus, 
are also still approximately uniform in distance. 

3. The unstructured UTM grid is approximated by a regular UTM grid that is 
also still approximately uniform in distance (see Section 3.5.1). 

4. A uniform UTM cylindrical grid is defined that adequately resolves all 
points on the regular UTM grid (see Section 3.5.2). 

5. The uniform UTM cylindrical grid is approximated by a uniform geo-
graphic cylindrical grid (see Section 3.5.3). 

The RF transmission loss calculation in EMPIRE is performed on the uni-
form geographic cylindrical grid obtained in step 5. Once this calculation is 
completed, transmission loss data on this grid needs to be interpolated on-
to the unstructured UTM grid from step 2. The following sections describe 
operations completed in this latter process. 

4.1 The exact approach 

Although this is not the approach taken in the EASEE–EMPIRE interface, 
it is still worth describing the exact method for setting up the interpola-
tion. In the exact approach, coordinates of the uniform geographic cylin-
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drical grid are transformed into UTM coordinates, resulting in an unstruc-
tured UTM grid. 

The resulting unstructured UTM grid is not also uniformly cylindrical be-
cause geodesic radials of uniform geographic cylindrical grids do not gen-
erally map onto straight lines in UTM coordinates but rather onto compli-
cated curves, except along the central meridian of a given UTM zone. Data 
from EMPIRE may be mapped exactly onto this unstructured UTM grid 
because points of this grid are still physically in the same location as the 
uniform geographic cylindrical grid although they are now described in 
UTM coordinates. 

Finally, data points are interpolated from this unstructured UTM grid onto 
the other unstructured UTM grid from step 2 in the list of operations 
summarized at the beginning of Section 4. 

While the exact approach would be more accurate than the currently im-
plemented approximate approach, its implementation would be more 
complicated and computationally intensive. In particular, the EASEE 
software does not presently support the necessary interpolation of data on 
an unstructured grid to another unstructured grid. 

Provided that calculation domains for RF calculations by the interface 
would always be relatively small, the approximate approach, described in 
the next section, would be a more efficient alternative with minimal inac-
curacies. Section 4.2.3 provides a more comprehensive description of the 
assumptions and limitations of the approximate approach. 

4.2 An approximate approach 

As mentioned earlier in Sections 3.5.3 and 4.1, uniform geographic cylin-
drical grids do not map onto uniform UTM cylindrical grids and vice versa. 
However, it is safe to assume that they do so over relatively small areas, 
essentially where the flat-Earth assumption is realistic (i.e., within a radius 
of about 15 km). A more detailed explanation of the validity of this as-
sumption is in Section 4.2.3. 

If calculation domains of interest for the EASEE–EMPIRE interface would 
always be of such smaller areas, this assumption can significantly simplify 
the implementation of the projection and interpolation and improve com-
putational efficiency. Currently, this simplifying assumption is used to ef-
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ficiently interpolate transmission loss data from the uniform geographic 
cylindrical grid from step 5 onto the original unstructured UTM grid from 
step 2 in the list of operations summarized at the beginning of Section 4. 

More precisely, it is assumed that, over relatively small areas, points of the 
uniform geographic cylindrical grid closely align onto a uniform UTM cy-
lindrical grid where 

1. the origin is correctly transformed from geographic to its corresponding 
UTM coordinates, 

2. the same dimensions of the uniform cylindrical grid are used (i.e., maxi-
mum range, uniform range sampling, uniform azimuthal sampling, and 
heights for calculation points), and 

3. the radials are rotated by the meridian convergence angle at the origin. De-
tails on this step are in the following subsection. 

Given that, over small areas, each point of this uniform UTM cylindrical 
grid closely aligns with a corresponding point in the uniform geographic 
cylindrical grid, it is assumed that inaccuracies are minimal when data on 
the geographic grid from EMPIRE is mapped onto this UTM grid. Then 
data points are interpolated from this uniform cylindrical UTM grid onto 
the unstructured UTM grid from step 2 in the list of operations summa-
rized at the beginning of Section 4. The EASEE software already contains a 
method for performing linear interpolations of data on a structured grid 
(e.g., a uniform cylindrical grid) to an unstructured grid. 

4.2.1 Accounting for UTM meridian convergence 

4.2.1.1 Background 

On the transverse Mercator projection, angles are locally preserved and, 
thus, map to the same angles on the Earth’s globe (i.e., geographic grid). 
However, when mapping the direction of a path between the transverse 
Mercator projection and the Earth’s globe, it is important to account for 
the fact that UTM north (i.e., grid north) and geographic north (i.e., true 
north) do not coincide except along the central meridian of a given UTM 
zone. In other words, geodetic and grid azimuths are not equal although 
the transformation is conformal. Note that this is why the uniform latitude 
and longitude and UTM grid lines superimposed in Figure 6 are slightly 
rotated from each other. 
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At any point within a UTM longitudinal zone, the angular difference be-
tween grid north and true north is denoted as the meridian convergence 
at that point. Or, put another way, the meridian convergence at a given 
point is the angle between the projected meridian and the constant easting 
grid line that contains the point. 

The meridian convergence varies with both latitude and longitude within a 
UTM longitudinal zone. While the meridian convergence is zero along the 
central meridian of a given UTM longitudinal zone, its magnitude increas-
es with distance from the central meridian and with distance from the 
equator. In the UTM coordinate system, the magnitude of the convergence 
angle is within a maximum of 3°, which is attained at the poles. 

4.2.1.2 Significance of accounting for meridian convergence 

By defining 60 UTM longitudinal zones over the entire globe with separate 
secant Transverse Mercator projections in each zone, the meridian con-
vergence angle anywhere within a given UTM longitudinal zone is kept 
relatively small. However, the error is not negligible and should be cor-
rected. 

In RF calculations by the EASEE–EMPIRE interface, failing to account for 
meridian convergence causes a rotational error when projecting computa-
tional results on a geographic cylindrical grid from EMPIRE onto the UTM 
grid in EASEE, as shown in the example calculation in Figure 13 in the 
next subsection. By failing to correct for meridian convergence, the top ex-
ample shown in Figure 13 erroneously assumes that UTM grid north and 
geographic true north coincide at the origin of the cylindrical calculation 
grid. 

Although the small rotational error does not result in large spatial errors 
near the fixed receiver, the error increases further away from the fixed re-
ceiver. In particular, spatial error is 110 m at approximately 5 km from the 
fixed receiver, near the bottom left corner of top output in Figure 13, even 
if the rotational error for the shown example is only 1.292°, as will be 
computed in the next section. The error would be greater in larger calcula-
tion domains that are located further from the equator and the central me-
ridian of a given UTM longitudinal zone. 

While certain simplifying assumptions—such as that straight lines on the 
UTM grid closely approximate geodesics—are reasonable over small dis-
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tances, failure to account for meridian convergence results in projection 
errors that are not negligible. 

4.2.1.3 Computing meridian convergence at a given geographic coordinate 

When projecting computational results from a geographic onto a UTM cy-
lindrical grid, it is important to properly identify the corresponding azi-
muthal radials between grids in the two coordinate systems. Azimuthal ra-
dials in a geographic cylindrical grid closely correspond to azimuthal 
radials in a UTM cylindrical grid that have been correctly offset by the me-
ridian convergence at the origin of the cylindrical grid. EASEE implements 
the following formula for computing meridian convergence, 𝛾, in radians 
on the Earth’s ellipsoid: 

𝛾(𝜆,𝜙) = �̃�𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜙) +
1
3
�̃�3𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜙)𝐻1 +

1
15

�̃�5𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜙)𝐻2 +
1

315
�̃�7𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜙)𝐻3

= �̃�𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝜙) �1 + �̃�2 �
1
3
𝐻1 + �̃�2 �

1
15

𝐻2 +
1

315
�̃�2𝐻3���, 

where 

 𝜆 = longitude (rad), 
 𝜙 = latitude (rad),  
 𝜆0 = longitude of the central meridian for the UTM longitudinal 

zone (rad), 
 𝑒 = eccentricity of the Earth ellipsoid, 

∆𝜆 = 𝜆 − 𝜆0, 
 �̃� = ∆𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙), 

 𝛽 =
1 − 𝑒2𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝜙)

1 − 𝑒2
, 

𝐻1 = 2𝛽2 − 𝛽, 
𝐻2 = 𝛽4[11 − 24𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝜙)]− 𝛽3[11 − 36𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝜙)]

+ 𝛽2[2 − 14𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝜙)] + 𝛽𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝜙), 
𝐻3 = 17 − 26𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝜙) + 2𝑡𝑎𝑛4(𝜙). 

The meridian convergence is positive when true north is west of UTM grid 
north. For areas in a given UTM longitudinal zone, Figure 12 shows the 
signs for the convergence. 
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Figure 12.  Sign of meridian convergence 
for areas in a UTM longitudinal zone 

(Clynch 2003). 

 

The nested form of the polynomial is implemented for improved computa-
tional efficiency by Horner’s rule. 

Accounting for meridian convergence corrects the rotational error of pro-
jected computational results. This is shown by the example calculation in 
Figure 13 where the meridian convergence at the fixed receiver equals 
0.023 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ≡ 1.292°, which is computed using the following parameters: 

  𝜆 = −2.108 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ≡ −120.790° 
 𝜙 = 0.624 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ≡ 35.754° 
𝜆0 = −2.147 𝑟𝑎𝑑 ≡ −123.0° (the central meridian of UTM longitu-

dinal zone 10) 
  𝑒 = 0.006694380 (the value for the WGS84 ellipsoid) 
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Figure 13.  Line-of-sight calculation by EMPIRE without and 
with the correction for meridian convergence. The area of 
the calculation domain is approximately 6.5 × 3 km. All 

colored pixels represent locations where there is a line of 
sight from the fixed receiver (red X and labeled “RFDF 

receiver”). Green in both calculations shows line of sight 
computed directly on an unstructured UTM grid by EASEE. 
Red in the top calculation shows line of sight computed on 
a structured geographic grid by EMPIRE without correction 
for meridian convergence. Red in the bottom calculation 
shows line of sight computed on a structured geographic 

grid by EMPIRE with the correction for meridian 
convergence. Orange in both calculations shows the areas 

of overlap where line-of-sight results were computed 
directly on an unstructured UTM grid by EASEE and on a 

structured geographic grid by EMPIRE. The meridian 
convergence in this example is 0.023 rad ≡ 1.292°. 

 

4.2.2 Mapping radials between uniform geographic and UTM cylindrical 
grids 

Although they are both uniform, the cylindrical grids in EMPIRE and 
EASEE are geographic and UTM based, respectively, with azimuthal an-
gles of the radials between the two cylindrical grids offset from one anoth-
er by the meridian convergence, 𝛾(𝜆,𝜙), of the central point, (𝜆,𝜙), where 
𝜆 = longitude (rad) and 𝜙 = latitude (rad). 

Furthermore, the azimuthal ordering of computed transmission loss is dif-
ferent between the two cylindrical grids and adheres to the following con-
ventions: 
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1. In EMPIRE, azimuthal data are ordered clockwise with the first bearing 
defined at or closest clockwise from true north. The azimuthal angle is 
measured in degrees, where it is zero degrees in the true north direction 
and increases clockwise. 

2. In EASEE, azimuthal data are ordered counterclockwise with the first 
bearing defined at or closest counterclockwise from UTM grid west. The 
azimuthal angle is measured in radians, where it is zero rad in the UTM 
grid east direction and increases counterclockwise. 

A correct mapping of data from EMPIRE on a geographic cylindrical grid 
to a UTM cylindrical grid in EASEE must also consider these differences. 

In regards to the azimuthal convention in EMPIRE (#1 above), note that, 
in the EASEE–EMPIRE interface, the geographic cylindrical calculation 
grid for EMPIRE is always defined with an azimuth in the true north direc-
tion (see Section 3.5.3). 

The uniform geographic cylindrical grid for the EMPIRE calculation is 
constructed during step 5 of the list of operations summarized at the be-
ginning of Section 4. It is necessary to map computational results from 
this grid onto the original unstructured UTM grid from step 2 in the listed 
sequence of operations. The process for doing this consists of the following 
basic steps: 

1. Define the corresponding uniform UTM cylindrical grid in EASEE, ac-
counting for UTM meridian convergence as described in Section 4.2.1. 

2. Perform one-to-one mapping of transmission loss data for points in the 
geographic cylindrical grid onto the corresponding points in the UTM cy-
lindrical grid from the previous step 1. 

3. Interpolate transmission loss data on the UTM cylindrical grid onto the 
unstructured UTM grid from step 2 in the list of operations summarized at 
the beginning of Section 4. 

The subsequent subsections describe how each of these listed steps is per-
formed. 

4.2.2.1 Step 1: Define corresponding UTM cylindrical grid 

The first step is defining the uniform UTM cylindrical grid that corre-
sponds to the uniform geographic cylindrical grid. 
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Because the first bearing, 𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, in this UTM cylindrical grid in EASEE is 
defined to be at or closest counterclockwise from UTM grid west, it is nec-
essary to identify this bearing in the geographic cylindrical grid. 

Given the computed uniform azimuthal sampling, 𝑁𝜃, over a complete cir-
cle, the modeled uniform azimuthal increment, 𝜃𝑚, for the geographic cy-
lindrical grid in EMPIRE is 

𝜃𝑚 =
2𝜋
𝑁𝜃

=
2𝜋

𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 �2𝜋
∆θ�

, 

where 𝜃𝑚 = ∆θ ⇔ 2𝜋 ∆θ⁄ ∈ ℤ. 

Then, the index, 𝑛, of the azimuth of the geographic cylindrical grid at or 
closest counterclockwise from UTM grid west is computed as 

𝑛 = 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑟 �
3𝜋
2 + 𝛾(𝜆,𝜙)

𝜃𝑚
�, 

where the first azimuth (for true north) has an index of zero and the index 
increases clockwise. The value of this index, 𝑛, is equivalent to the greatest 
integer number of summed azimuthal increments, 𝜃𝑚, that span clockwise 
from true north without exceeding UTM grid west with respect to the cen-
tral point at (𝜆,𝜙). 

Given the convention for measuring azimuthal angles in EASEE (i.e., angle 
increases counterclockwise with zero rad corresponding to UTM grid east), 
the first bearing, 𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, in the UTM cylindrical grid in EASEE is computed 
as 

𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 = −�𝑛𝜃𝑚 −  𝛾(𝜆,𝜙) −
𝜋
2
� = 𝛾(𝜆,𝜙) +

𝜋
2
− 𝑛𝜃𝑚. 

The last bearing, 𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑑, in the UTM cylindrical grid in EASEE is defined to 
be the bearing within the geographic cylindrical grid that is at or closest 
clockwise from UTM grid west. It is computed as 

𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 2𝜋 − �(𝑛 + 1)𝜃𝑚 −  𝛾(𝜆,𝜙) −
𝜋
2
� =

5𝜋
2
− (𝑛 + 1)𝜃𝑚 + 𝛾(𝜆,𝜙). 
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The uniform UTM cylindrical grid is defined with the same uniform azi-
muthal sampling, 𝑁𝜃, as in the uniform geographical cylindrical grid and 
with the first, 𝜃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡, and last, 𝜃𝑒𝑛𝑑, bearings as computed above. 

4.2.2.2 Step 2: Mapping data between cylindrical grids 

By the process described above for the first step, an equal number of radi-
als are defined in the UTM cylindrical grid for EASEE and the geographic 
cylindrical grid for EMPIRE. Over relatively short distances (see Section 
4.2.3), it is fair to assume that these radials are equivalent and correspond 
with each other one-to-one between geographic and UTM coordinate do-
mains by correctly accounting for UTM meridian convergence. 

However, mapping data from the geographic cylindrical grid in EMPIRE 
onto the corresponding UTM cylindrical grid in EASEE must also consider 
the different convention for azimuthal ordering of transmission loss in-
formation between the two cylindrical grids, as described in Section 
4.2.2.1. 

Given these considerations, data at a given azimuthal index in the 
EMPIRE cylindrical grid are mapped to a particular azimuthal index in the 
EASEE cylindrical grid by the following one-to-one mapping: 

𝑛 → 0 
𝑛 − 1 → 1 
𝑛 − 2 → 2 

⋮ 
1 → 𝑛 − 1 

0 → 𝑛 
𝑁𝜃 − 1 → 𝑛 + 1 
𝑁𝜃 − 2 → 𝑛 + 2 

⋮ 
𝑛 + 2 →  𝑁𝜃 − 2 
𝑛 + 1 → 𝑁𝜃 − 1, 

where 

 𝑁𝜃 = the uniform azimuthal sampling (i.e., the total number of 
bearings) of both geographic (EMPIRE) and UTM (EASEE) 
cylindrical grids. This was defined in Section 3.5.2.4. 
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 𝑛 = the index of the azimuth in the geographic cylindrical grid 
from EMPIRE at or closest counterclockwise from UTM grid 
west, where the first azimuth is defined for true north with an 
index of zero and the index increases clockwise. This was 
defined in Section 4.2.2.1. 

The first azimuth in the corresponding UTM cylindrical grid in EASEE is 
at or closest counterclockwise from UTM grid west with an index of zero 
and the index increases counterclockwise. This was described in Section 
4.2.2.1. 

Also, recall that cylindrical grids are defined with only one height value for 
range and bearing (see Section 3.5.2.5). 

4.2.2.3 Step 3: Interpolate data from the uniform cylindrical grid onto an 
unstructured grid 

Transmission loss data on the uniform UTM cylindrical grid is linearly in-
terpolated onto points in an unstructured UTM grid. Methods for perform-
ing this interpolation from a structured grid onto an unstructured grid are 
available in the EASEE software. 

4.2.3 Validity of simplifying assumptions for the approximate approach 

The approximate approach described thus far in this subsection maps 
transmission loss data on a uniform geographic cylindrical grid onto an 
unstructured UTM grid that corresponds to a regular geographic calcula-
tion domain, defined during step 1 in the list of operations summarized at 
the beginning of Section 4. When mapping data from the geographic to the 
UTM coordinate system, the key assumptions are that (1) relative angles 
are locally preserved in the UTM coordinate system and (2) geodesics on 
the Earth’s ellipsoid map closely to straight lines on the UTM coordinate 
system over short distances. The following two subsections explain why 
these two assumptions are valid. The subsequent subsections offer further 
explanations on other related considerations.  

Because both assumptions are valid over only relatively small areas, essen-
tially where a flat-Earth assumption remains realistic, the approximate 
approach is, therefore, only accurate over calculation domains of limited 
extent. To accurately perform and project RF transmission calculations 
over large areas, more sophisticated implementations would be necessary 
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to ensure accuracy in (1) defining appropriate geographic grids in EMPIRE 
based on UTM grids in EASEE and (2) projecting and interpolating trans-
mission results defined on geographic grids in EMPIRE onto UTM grids in 
EASEE. 

4.2.3.1 Relative local angles are preserved in transverse Mercator 

The UTM coordinate system consists of 60 longitudinal zones that are 
separately projected using the ellipsoidal form of the secant transverse 
Mercator projection. Because this projection is conformal, the angle be-
tween any two lines that intersect on the map is the same as their counter-
parts on the Earth’s globe (i.e., angles are preserved). However, the 
preservation of angles on a conformal map is a strictly local property. Con-
sequently, the transverse Mercator projection preserves shapes of small 
features, which is one of the key properties of conformal map projections. 
Direction, however, is not preserved in general, due to the meridian con-
vergence (i.e., the direction of the lines may change in the projection pro-
cess). 

4.2.3.2 Geodesics project onto straight lines over short distances in 
transverse Mercator 

Geodesics are the shortest lines between two points on a curved surface 
(e.g., the Earth’s globe). On a perfectly spherical surface, they are equiva-
lent to the great circles. Although the Earth’s surface is not a perfect 
sphere, it is nearly so; and thus, great circles on the Earth’s surface serve 
as relatively accurate approximations of geodesics on the Earth.  

In particular, the parallels of latitude and the meridians of longitude are 
great circles and approximately geodesics. The fact that these parallels and 
meridians, except for the equator and the central meridian, are complicat-
ed curves on the transverse Mercator projection illustrates that geodesics, 
as approximated by great circles, on the Earth’s surface do not map to 
straight lines on the transverse Mercator projection (Figure 15). Hence, the 
second assumption above stating that geodesics on the Earth’s ellipsoid 
map to straight lines on the UTM coordinate system is not generally true. 

While true geodesics project onto complex curves on the transverse Mer-
cator, the curvatures are small and, thus, only apparent over relatively 
large distances. Over small distances, they resemble straight lines on the 
projection. Hence, over relatively small areas, it is fair to approximate ge-
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odesics on the Earth’s ellipsoid as straight lines on the UTM coordinate 
system. Hence, the second assumption above stating that geodesics on the 
Earth’s ellipsoid map to straight lines on the UTM coordinate system is 
still valid over small distances. 

Figure 14.  Transverse Mercator projections of portions of the Earth’s ellipsoid (Deakin 2006). 
In the left, the central meridian, λ0, is at 105° longitude and the graticule interval is 15°. In 
the right is a schematic diagram of a UTM longitudinal zone that also shows false origins for 

the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. 

 

4.2.3.3 Distance scaling errors in mapping geographic distance onto a 
UTM projection 

In reality, for a given path, distance measured by plane trigonometry on 
the UTM grid needs to be correctly scaled to determine its actual distance 
on the Earth’s globe. The distance scale over the UTM grid is variable. Giv-
en that the secant* transverse Mercator projection is used for a given UTM 
longitudinal zone, distance scale is equal to 0.9996 at the zone’s central 
meridian and increases to over 1 at the zone’s boundary meridians. Here, a 
true scale of 1 occurs only on two lines, called the standard meridians, 

                                                                 
* The secant version of the transverse Mercator is obtained by reducing the elliptical dimensions of the 

cylinder of projection so that it is secant to the ellipsoid and, thus, intersects the ellipsoid along lines 
parallel to the central meridian. The UTM coordinate system specifically uses this version of the trans-
verse Mercator projection for each of its 6° longitudinal zones. By forming two lines of true scale, dis-
tance distortions are smaller in the secant version of the cylindrical projection than in the tangent ver-
sion of the transverse Mercator. For the tangent version, the cylinder of projection is tangent to the 
central meridian, which becomes the only line of true scale. 
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about 180 km to either side of and approximately parallel to the zone’s 
central meridian (Figure 15). 

Figure 15.  Diagram of a UTM longitudinal zone projected 
on a secant transverse Mercator (Hager et al. 1990). The 

left depicts an example 6° UTM longitudinal zone, and the 
right shows the zone on the cylinder of projection that 

intersects the Earth’s globe. The central meridian of the 
projection is CM. The standard meridians of the projection 
are AB and DE, which are where the cylinder of projection 
intersect the Earth’s globe and are lines of true scale. The 

size and shape of the zones are exaggerated for 
illustration. 

 

Thus, the horizontal distance of a straight line, computed by plane trigo-
nometry on a UTM grid (i.e., using the Euclidean distance formula), 
should be multiplied by a scale factor to obtain the correct distance on the 
Earth’s ellipsoidal surface. Over relatively short distances (i.e., less than 10 
km), it is fine to choose a scale factor on a point on the path and assume it 
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is constant over the entire path. Over larger distances, it is more accurate 
to integrate scale factors over multiple points along the path. 

Because un-scaled UTM grid and geodesic distances match relatively well 
over short paths, inaccuracies will remain minimal over short distances 
from the fixed receiver/transmitter. In fact, unscaled UTM grid and geo-
desic distances are assumed to be equivalent in most military operations, 
except in certain circumstances (e.g., artillery operations) where accuracy 
over longer distances becomes essential (Hager et al. 1990). 

4.2.3.4 Arc-to-chord correction for mapping a geographic azimuth onto a 
UTM projection 

In general, geodesics project onto curved lines on the transverse Mercator. 
More precisely, the projected lines are curved concave towards the central 
meridian of the projection, and their curvature increases with greater dis-
tance from the central meridian. 

Hence, the geodesic that connects two points on the transverse Mercator is 
curved. And, in turn, the true azimuthal direction of one point from the 
other is represented by the line tangent to the projected geodesic curve at 
each of the points on the transverse Mercator. 

The angular difference between the straight line and the geodesic arc that 
connects two points on the transverse Mercator is known as the arc-to-
chord correction, which is also sometimes called the t-T correction or the 
second-term correction (Figure 16). 

However, geodesics over short distances are approximately straight, as 
discussed previously in Section 4.2.3.2. Thus, the straight chord and the 
geodesic arc nearly coincide when they connect two points on the trans-
verse Mercator that are relatively close to each other. And, hence, the arc-
to-chord correction becomes negligible over short distances. In various 
geographical survey applications, the correction is generally ignored for 
paths less than about 8 km (Sickle 2004). In fact, for short distances not 
exceeding 10 km, the arc-to-chord correction does not exceed 7 arcsec 
even in the worst cases at points lying in the limit of the projection (Ord-
nance Survey 1998). 
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Figure 16.  The projected geodesic curve on a transverse 
Mercator projection plane (Deakin 2006). The two points, 

P1 = (E1,N1) = (λ1,φ1) and P2 = (E2,N2) = (λ2,φ2), are 
connected by a straight line, L, on the projection plane and 
the projected geodesic, s. Note that the plane chord, L, and 
the geodesic arc, s, do not coincide. At P1, grid north, GN, is 
parallel to the central meridian while true north, TN, is the 
direction of the meridian of longitude passing through P1. 

The angle between true north and grid north is the meridian 
convergence, γ. The clockwise angle from grid north to the 

straight-line chord, L, is the plane bearing, θ. The small 
angle between the tangent to the projected geodesic at P1 

and the chord joining P1 and P2 is the arc-to-chord 
correction, δ12. The true geographic azimuth, α, clockwise 

from true north from P1 to P2 is α = θ + γ + δ12. The 
meridians of longitude and parallels of latitude are labeled 

λ and φ, respectively. 

 

Given that the approximate approach in the EASEE–EMPIRE interface for 
projecting transmission loss data from geographic to UTM cylindrical 
grids is intended for use over relatively small areas, the arc-to-chord cor-
rection is not applied. However, the approximate approach does account 
for the meridian convergence angle because this is still significant. 

4.2.3.5 Vertical datum for Earth’s ellipsoid and transverse Mercator 
projection 

Altitudes above mean sea level in EMPIRE are geodetic (i.e., based on the 
same WGS84 ellipsoid model of the Earth used for the horizontal datum). 
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Namely, altitudes above the reference ellipsoid surface are interpreted as 
above mean sea level. While the surface of the transverse Mercator projec-
tion does not exactly correspond to the surface of the reference ellipsoid 
everywhere, it does align very closely over a single UTM longitudinal zone. 

Hence, it is appropriate to assume that altitudes and elevations measured 
relative to mean sea level are equivalent in geographic and UTM coordi-
nate systems within EMPIRE and EASEE, respectively. More importantly, 
distances measured along mean sea level in the geographic coordinate sys-
tem are approximately equal to horizontal distances computed on the 
UTM coordinate system using plane trigonometry. However, these equiva-
lences hold only over relatively small areas and within a single UTM longi-
tudinal zone. 

Finally, it is important to note that the reference ellipsoid is only a smooth 
mathematical surface that approximates mean sea level. In reality, the sur-
face of mean sea level, denoted as the geoid, is irregular due to uneven dis-
tribution of the Earth’s mass and, hence, gravity field. The discrepancies 
between the reference ellipsoid and the geoid are referred to as geoid un-
dulations. For a well-fitting reference ellipsoid, like the WGS84 ellipsoid 
model, the undulating geoid surface does not vary by more than about a 
100 m above or below the ellipsoid surface. 

4.3 Ordering of cylindrical dimensions for computed data in the 
output XML from EMPIRE 

Computed transmission loss values from EMPIRE are contained in a one-
dimensional array based on the following ordering of cylindrical dimen-
sions: bearing, range, and height. That is, computed data are listed for all 
heights for the first range and first bearing. Then, data are listed for all 
heights for the second and each subsequent range along the first bearing. 
Then, this is repeated for the second and each subsequent bearing. 

In contrast, the ordering of cylindrical dimensions for cylindrical grids in 
EASEE is height, range, and bearing. That is, data are listed for all bear-
ings for the first range and first height. Then, data are listed for all bear-
ings for the second and each subsequent range, all at the first height. Then, 
this is repeated for the second and each subsequent height. 

When parsing computed transmission loss from EMPIRE on a cylindrical 
grid, it is important to account for the ordering of dimensions. In particu-
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lar, the interpolation of data from the uniform cylindrical UTM grid onto 
the unstructured UTM grid, as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.2.2.3, is 
based on the cylindrical grid representation in EASEE. Thus, to perform 
the interpolation, cylindrical data from EMPIRE must be properly rear-
ranged when mapping onto the cylindrical grid in EASEE, based on the 
different ordering of dimensions. This is necessary in addition to correctly 
mapping cylindrical radials between EMPIRE and EASEE so that it ac-
counts for the different convention in azimuthal ordering of data described 
in Section 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2. 
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5 Terrain Elevation Data Grids for Radio-
Frequency Models 

A primary feature of the EASEE–EMPIRE interface is the calculation of 
realistic terrain diffraction of RF signals, given gridded elevation data. 
This section describes how EASEE ingests terrain elevation information 
and subsequently passes it to EMPIRE. 

5.1 Terrain elevation representation in EASEE and EMPIRE 

Data structures in EASEE allow terrain elevation to be represented on a 
two-dimensional grid with the two axes spaced either in uniform latitude 
and longitude or in UTM coordinates. 

Standard terrain data files, such as Digital Terrain Elevation Data, store 
elevation data in constant latitude and longitude spacing in arc seconds or 
on a regular UTM grid. EASEE parses terrain elevation for points on the 
regular latitude and longitude grid for the calculation domain. Conse-
quently, terrain elevation data modeled in EASEE matches the resolution 
of the user-specified geographic calculation domain, defined in Section 
3.2. The open source GDAL is used for parsing standard terrain-elevation 
data files. 

Because most propagation calculations are performed on a UTM-based 
grid over relatively short distances (see Section 3.3), terrain elevation data 
points are often mapped onto UTM coordinates accordingly. For example, 
as describing line-of-sight paths is cumbersome on a geographic grid sys-
tem, a straight line on a local UTM grid may serve as a simple yet adequate 
approximation for a line-of-sight path on the Earth’s globe over relatively 
short distances. Then, terrain elevations along the line-of-sight path may 
be readily interpolated from terrain elevation data specified on a UTM 
grid. 

More precisely, terrain elevation data on a regular geographic (i.e., latitude 
and longitude) grid is interpolated onto a regular UTM grid as follows. 
First, a regular UTM grid is defined by the same process outlined in Sec-
tion 3.5.1. Then, the unstructured geographic grid that corresponds to the 
regular UTM grid is computed. Finally, terrain elevation data on the regu-
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lar geographic grid are interpolated onto this unstructured geographic 
grid, which is equivalent to the regular UTM grid. 

Except for the RF models of the EASEE–EMPIRE interface, all other 
propagation models in EASEE use terrain elevation data on a regular UTM 
grid, including the line-of-sight and acoustic wedge-diffraction models. 
The EASEE–EMPIRE interface for RF calculations uses terrain elevation 
data defined on a regular geographic grid. When executing propagation 
calculations, EMPIRE performs interpolations along range geodesics with-
in the uniform geographic cylindrical grid described in Section 3.4 (Figure 
17). 

Figure 17.  Interpolation of terrain elevation data 
on a uniform latitude and longitude grid onto a 

uniform cylindrical grid in EMPIRE (Remcom, Inc. 
2010). 

 

5.2 Defining terrain elevation for EMPIRE by input XML 

Terrain elevation information is passed to EMPIRE within a child element 
called Terrain in the input XML file (Figure 18). Both the southwest and 
northeast geographic coordinates of the terrain elevation grid are specified 
along with an integer sampling rate in both the latitudinal and longitudi-
nal directions. Elevation data are specified in a one-dimensional array that 
loops through elevations at all the latitudinal points for the first longitude 
and repeats for the second and each subsequent longitude. 

Figure 18.  Example Terrain XML element in input to EMPIRE. 
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6 Calculation of Transmitted Power of 
Radio-Frequency Signals 

Signal propagation models in EMPIRE compute RF transmission loss, 
ℓ = 𝑝𝑡 𝑝𝑟⁄ , which is defined as the ratio of the signal power, 𝑝𝑡, radiated by 
the transmitting antenna to the signal power that reaches the receiving an-
tenna, 𝑝𝑟. This loss is expressed in decibels, ℓ𝑑𝐵 , in the XML output from 
EMPIRE by the following computation: 

ℓ𝑑𝐵 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10(ℓ) ⟺ ℓ = 10�
ℓ𝑑𝐵
10 �. 

Given 𝑃𝑟 and 𝑃𝑡 are the signal powers (in dBW, i.e., dB referenced to 1 W) 
at the receiver and transmitter positions, respectively, we have 

𝑃𝑟 = 𝑃𝑡 − ℓ𝑑𝐵. 

Then, it is possible to compute the signal power, 𝑝𝑟, at the receiver (in 
watts) by 

𝑝𝑟 = 10�
𝑃𝑟
10�. 

The EASEE–EMPIRE interface computes the power, 𝑝𝑟, at the receiver of 
RF signals transmitted from sources of interest and of interference noise 
and combines it with noise background in probability of detection calcula-
tions. 

For the vast majority, if not all, of the points defined in a uniform cylindri-
cal calculation grid, EMPIRE computes a decibel loss value, ℓ𝑑𝐵, between 
0 and 253 dB. At these points, a nonzero fractional magnitude, 𝑓, may be 
calculated as shown above. Otherwise, the EASEE–EMPIRE interface sets 
the fractional magnitude, 𝑓, to zero in the relatively rare event that the 
decibel loss value, ℓ𝑑𝐵, from EMPIRE is equal to the special values of 
−999, −1000, and −1001, which correspond to the following cases: 

1. −999 = high loss, where loss at the requested point is larger than can be 
modeled (i.e., greater than the 253 dB range allowed in EMPIRE). 
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2. −1000 = no data, where no loss value was able to be calculated at this re-
quested point for one of several reasons (e.g., the point is outside the valid-
ity bounds of the propagation model or the calculation failed before calcu-
lating loss at the point). 

3. −1001 = below ground, where the point for which loss is requested is at or 
below ground level. 
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7 Example Radio-Frequency Calculations 

7.1 Computational speed depends on the location of the fixed 
source/receiver 

As described in Section 3.6, the cylindrical grid defined for EMPIRE 
changes if the fixed source/receiver is moved within a given calculation 
domain, resulting in different computational times. For illustration, Figure 
19 shows a couple example calculations. Both of the calculations show the 
probability that a fixed VHF receiver would detect a transmitter in the 
same regular geographic calculation grid with 200 points along the longer 
axis and 35 points along the shorter axis. The only difference in the two 
calculations is the location of the fixed receiver in the calculation domain. 
For comparison, Table 1 lists information about the cylindrical grids de-
fined for EMPIRE and computational times for the two example calcula-
tions. 

Figure 19.  Example radio-frequency transmission calculations with the fixed receiver at 
different locations within the same calculation domain. The area of the calculation domain is 

approximately 20 × 3 km. The location of the fixed receiver is indicated by a red “X” and is 
labeled “RFDF receiver.” Green, yellow, and transparent pixels represent probabilities of 

>0.75, 0.25–0.75, and <0.25, respectively, that the receiver would receive signals from the 
transmitter at that location. Table 1 lists more details about the calculation grid parameters 

for the two example calculations. 
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Table 1.  Calculation grid parameters and computational time for example radio-frequency 
transmission calculations with a fixed receiver. Information in this table corresponds to the 

two example calculations (A and B) shown in Figure 19. The cylindrical grid parameters were 
computed by the EASEE–EMPIRE interface by using the scheme described Section 3.5. The 

computational time includes calculation setup and execution via the EASEE XML socket 
interface and real-time download of terrain elevation data from the National Aeronautical and 

Space Administration’s (NASA) World Wind terrain database. 

Parameter  Calculation A Calculation B 

Signal frequency (MHz) 95 
EMPIRE propagation model type TIREM (Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model) 
Number of x-coordinates in the 
Cartesian grid, 𝑁𝑥 

200 

Number of y-coordinates in the 
Cartesian grid, 𝑁𝑦 

35 

Maximum range, 𝑟, of the cylindrical 
grid for EMPIRE (m) 

10798 19877 

Number of uniform range samples, 
𝑁𝑟, of the cylindrical grid for EMPIRE 

106 195 

Number of uniform azimuthal 
samples, 𝑁𝜃, of the cylindrical grid 
for EMPIRE 

3860 11276 

Computational time 33 sec 3 min 13 sec 

 

7.2 Calculation with fixed inference noise sources 

In addition to background noise, it is also possible to define fixed interfer-
ence noise sources within a calculation domain for EASEE. The back-
ground noise signal is modeled with the same power over the entire do-
main. However, the interference noise signal at any location is the signal 
that is transmitted to that location from fixed interference noise sources. 

Both types of noise impact the performance of RF surveillance equipment 
(e.g., radio receivers and radars). RF background noise, for example, could 
be considerably greater in urban compared to rural areas, and RF interfer-
ence noise could originate from radio jammers that deliberately broadcast 
radio signals from fixed transmitters. 

RF calculations by the EASEE–EMPIRE interface support modeling of 
both types of noise. In particular, it is possible to predict the performance 
of a fixed ground radar detecting a particular target in a domain, taking 
into account interference noise from a nearby radio jammer (Figures 20 
and 21). In scenarios with fixed inference noise sources, EMPIRE per-
forms a point-to-point calculation to determine the interference noise sig-
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nal transmitted from, for example, a fixed radio jammer to the fixed 
ground radar. The total noise level at the ground radar is the sum of the 
background noise and the interference noise signal arriving at the radar. 
The probability of detecting a specified target over the entire calculation 
domain is computed by comparing the radar signal reflected from the tar-
get and the total noise (background and interference) at the radar. 

In the presence of interference noise, the detection performance of a 
ground radar is a function of the power of the interference noise source 
(Figure 20) and signal propagation of interference noise signals in com-
plex terrain (Figure 21). Using the optimal sensor placement algorithm in 
EASEE (Vecherin et al. 2011), it would also be possible to optimize place-
ment of ground radars to maximize detection of a specified target, taking 
into account multiple interference noise sources. 

The modeling of interference noise is already a part of the general infor-
mation flow for signal transmission and sensing in EASEE for all signal 
modalities. The EASEE–EMPIRE interface has been correctly configured 
to conform within this framework to allow for interference noise modeling 
of RF signals. 

Figure 20.  Radar detection performance with an interference noise source emitting signals of 
different powers. The area of the calculation domain is approximately 6.5 × 3 km. The 

locations of the fixed X-band radar and interference noise transmitter are indicated by the 
bottom left and top right red “X,” respectively. Green, yellow, and transparent pixels represent 

probabilities of >0.75, 0.25–0.75, and <0.25, respectively, that the radar would receive a 
detectable radar signal reflection from a sports utility vehicle at that location. The radar is 

emitting a signal of 10 W. The top left calculation does not have an interference noise 
transmitter. The top right, bottom left, and bottom right calculations have an X-band 

interference noise transmitter emitting a signal of 10−10, 10−3, and 10−1 W, respectively. The 
background noise is set to 10−14 W in all calculations. 
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Figure 21.  Radar detection performance with an interference noise source in different 
locations. The area of the calculation domain is approximately 6.5 × 3 km. The locations of 

the fixed X-band radar and interference noise transmitter are indicated by the bottom left and 
top right red “X,” respectively. In the two left calculations, colored pixels represent 

probabilities that interference noise signals would be detected at that location given the 
modeled noise background. In the two right calculations, colored pixels represent 

probabilities that the radar would receive a detectable radar signal reflection from a sports 
utility vehicle at that location given an interference noise source with an emission footprint 
shown to their immediate left. The fixed interference noise source location is approximately 

550 m from the radar in all calculations but is moved from within a valley (top row) to behind 
a mountain ridge (bottom row). The radar and interference noise transmitter is emitting a 

signal of 10 and 10−1 W, respectively. The background noise is set to 10−14 W in all 
calculations. 
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8 Future Improvements 

As discussed in Section 2.1, the current version of the interface within 
EASEE accesses a subset of the capabilities available in EMPIRE. Specifi-
cally, the present RF module in EASEE considers basic requirements for 
modeling topographic effects on EM propagation. Further developments 
to both the interface and EM modeling in EASEE may include the follow-
ing: 

1. Realistic directional scattering cross sections for radar targets (Presently, 
only a single valued RCS [dB referenced to 1 m2] is supported, independ-
ent of incident and scattered angles and the field component [i.e., polariza-
tion].) 

2. Realistic background noise models 
3. Foliage effects on signal penetration 
4. Precipitation effects 
5. Access to global maps of soil dielectric properties 
6. Atmospheric effects 
7. Multiple scattering of signals 
8. Bistatic and multistatic radar calculations (Currently, only monostatic ra-

dar calculations are supported.) 
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9 Conclusions 

This report discussed the first complete integration of EM propagation 
models from EMPIRE into the EASEE software for battlefield signal mod-
eling. While improvements are forthcoming, the current implementation 
enables realistic prediction of topographic effects on RF transmission and 
monostatic radar calculations. 

Specifically, the report described much of the foundational work that has 
been completed for the new EM modeling capability within EASEE that 
incorporates advanced models from the EMPIRE software suite. 

We have developed the basic infrastructure for XML input and output ex-
change between EASEE and EMPIRE to serve current and future applica-
tions. In the future, if it is desired to access additional, more advanced fea-
tures in EMPIRE, ERDC may readily include extensions for customizing 
other XML elements defined in the XML schema for EMPIRE. 

We have implemented a careful yet approximate method for reconciling 
disparate transmission grid formats in EASEE and EMPIRE. The approx-
imate approach will remain applicable for RF calculations over relatively 
small areas, essentially where the flat-Earth assumption is still realistic 
(i.e., on the order of tens of kilometers). This work for defining, projecting 
between, and interpolating on transmission grids in the interface is fun-
damental for performing gridded calculations by the EM modeling capa-
bility in EASEE that uses EMPIRE models now and in the future. 
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